It was over 50 years ago that Richard was asked to
broadcast his program “The Way of Truth” in the
Spanish language. The special emphasis was to
reach persecuted believers in Cuba.

TWR powerful Bonaire 450KW MW Radio
outreach to the Caribbean & South America.

Now today, CCIM rejoice to have the privilege of
again broadcasting our Spanish “Dorothy’s Daily
Devotionals” from the powerful TWR Bonaire
450KW transmitter. This is the most powerful
transmitter in the western hemisphere!
CCIM already have a high response to our Spanish
Google Ads of "Your Quest for God." Both
“YQFG” and "Food for Faith," are used for
spiritual follow-up through Internet.
Ralf Stores, TWR Director of Media Development
& Services, writes: “Through this new ministry
opportunity, millions of Spanish-speaking
peoples are being reached world-wide!”
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Please join us in prayer for spiritual blessings
through “Dorothy’s Daily Devotionals” Spanish
radio programs being heard through FM radio
stations throughout Latin America, the Caribbean
and also through Internet worldwide!
Amazingly, the “DDD” Spanish broadcast
outreach will reach millions of lives through
seventeen Latin American countries on seventeen
different AM stations.
In addition to which these broadcasts can be heard
over Bonaire AM Shine 800 and eighty-one FM
radio stations and twenty-seven online radio
stations throughout all South America!
The purpose of these broadcasts is to reach and
encourage precious listeners so that it will be said
of them, “they that were scattered abroad went
every where preaching the Word” Acts 8:4.

It is said that Spanish is the third or fourth most
spoken language in the world!
Together, may we walk by faith in meeting the
high costs for CCIM’s five times weekly
broadcasts. Please pray that your God-directed,
spiritual gift will be multiplied to reach
multitudes of Spanish-speaking people.
Let us unite in reaching satanically bound
Spanish speaking people with the glorious news
of our liberating Lord Jesus Christ. Persecuted
believers, in such lands as Venezuela and Cuba,
need our spiritual involvement.
Shortly, “Forward in Faith” will also be
available in Spanish on Internet and give further
spiritual help to oppressed and persecuted
believers. ‘He reigns’! Only through our Lord’s
enabling and supply are such ministries possible.
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